
Family of Steel Razor Tip Styles
The Cutting Edge of Probe Technology

Solving Today’s Test Challenges 

Faced with the challe nges of making contact through today’s problem processes such as
OSP, Lead-Free solder paste and No-Clean process, QA Technology has expanded on
our advanced Family of Steel Razor Tip Styles to solve these extreme test conditions.

Benefits
� Lower Board Test Costs

� Significantly reduce NDFs
(No Defects Found)

� Increase First Pass Yields
� Extend probe life
� Faster board throughput due to

fewer actuations

� Reduce Board Flex
� Lower spring forces are possible under

dense areas
� Improved electrical contact on vias and

test pads

6R-S Razor 8R-S Razor 9R-S Razor

6R-S, the 90° sharp center point is designed to 
contact VIAS & TEST PADS while maintaining 
the razor sharp edges.

8R-S, the 150° shallow angle is designed to contact
filled or solder pasted VIAS reducing the chance of
being blocked by a pool of flux.  Also works well on
flat TEST PADS. 

9R-S, the 40° sharp center point  is designed to 
contact SOLDER DOMES & TEST PADS.

Razor Scanning Electronic Microscope
(SEM) photos 6R-S (left), 8R-S (middle)
and 9R-S (right).
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Increase First Pass Yields 
This razor-sharp tip slices through hard to probe fluxes and contaminants, increasing your first pass yields.
When contacting  extremely difficult to contact lead-free pasted (filled) vias and test pads, it has been proven
to reduce the number of fixture actuations from as many as five or more, to as few as one.

Reduce NDFs by Virtually Eliminating False Failures
QA’s 8R Steel Razor works on a wide variety of process 
materials such as Immersion Au (Gold), Ag (Silver), Sn (Tin)
and OSP (Organic Solderability Preservative), and many 
different lead-free solders & fluxes. It also works well with
many  manufacturing methods, including wave, select wave
and reflow (single & double).

Actual photo of 8R Steel Razor still performing with a single
 actuation after 58,000 cycles on OSP, Lead-Free solder pasted (filled),
No-Clean processed vias with heavy tip contamination.
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In three independent studies run in ac-
tual contract manufacturing environ-
ments, the 8R Steel Razor outperformed
 conventional probes with consistent and
reliable contact.

In Test 1, First Pass Yields with a single
actuation increased from 55% to 96%
with the new 8R Steel Razor, and 100%
yields were achieved with the 2nd actuation.

In Test 2, First Pass Yields with a single
actuation increased from 82% with Con-
ventional to 100% with the 8R Steel
Razor.  False failures were completely
eliminated even when lower spring forces
were used.  

In Test 3, even in a worse case scenario
where conventional probes only achieved
11% on the first actuation, the 8R Steel
Razor with a lower spring force yielded
96% on the 1st, and achieved 100% with
an additional actuation.

For Test 2 and 3, spring forces were 
lowered to reduce stress on the PCBs. 

Increasing First Pass Yields allows for
faster board throughput, saving time and
lowering board test costs.

Lead-Free Pasted Vias with No-Clean Process

External Testing



8R-S Razor witness marks on a lead-free pasted OSP
VIA,  no-clean process completely filled with flux
(left) and a pasted, no-clean process TEST PAD
(right).

6R-S Razor witness marks on a lead-free pasted OSP
VIA, no-clean process (left) and a lead-free pasted
TEST PAD (middle) and an OSP copper VIA (right).

9R-S Razor witness marks on a SOLDER DOME
(left), and a pasted, no-clean process TEST PAD
(right).

Witness Marks on Difficult 
to Probe Targets

Difficult To Probe Solder Paste -  Alpha OM338, DSDR
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"Spring force is in ounces (gms) at 2/3 stroke."
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39.4% 86.2% 94.1% 97.1%
6R-S 58.1% 97.0% 98.5% 99.7%
8R-S 66.2% 96.4% 97.5% 99.8%

3.5 (99) Spring 5.5 (156) Spring 6.5 (184) Spring 8.1 (230) Spring

Pin-Testable Solder Paste -  Alpha OM338-PT, DSDR 
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83.5% 94.4% 95.7% 97.3%
6R-S 93.8% 98.1% 98.4% 99.7%
8R-S 91.5% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

3.5 (99) Spring 5.5 (156) Spring 6.5 (184) Spring 8.1 (230) Spring
Blade

Blade

"Spring force is in ounces (gms) at 2/3 stroke."

.100 [2.54] Center, .250 [6.35] Stroke Probe

.100 [2.54] Center, .250 [6.35] Stroke Probe

Performance is based on one (1) fixture actuation on
OSP, lead-free pasted, no-clean processed VIAS.

Performance
QA’s Steel Razor family works on a wide variety of
process materials such as Immersion Au (Gold), Ag
(Silver), Sn (Tin) and OSP (Organic Solderability
Preservative) and many different lead-free solders
and fluxes.  It also works well with many manufac-
turing methods including: wave, select wave and
reflow (double and single).

These advanced designed tips slice through these
challenges and increases your first pass yields by re-
ducing the number offixture actuations from as
many as five or more, to as few as one.  Increasing
your first pass yields allows for faster board through-
put, saving time and lowering board test costs.

The charts to the below show the performance of
both the 6R and 8R in “Difficult to Probe”  and
“Pin-Testable” solder pastes in various spring force
configurations showing the success rate of first pass
yields on both tips.  

Internal  Testing

Example of how fewer actuations can result in more
boards tested. Results may vary depending on your
processes.

Fixture
Actuations

Cycle
Life

Boards
Tested

Standard Steel Blade 5 60,000 12,000

8R Steel Razor 1 60,000 60,000

Longer Life
Life cycled tested to over 60,000 cycles with
99.9% success rate, tip sharpness  remained.



Manufacturing Capability
The Steel Razors Tip Styles are  manufac-
tured with QA Technology’s point cutting
machines that are custom designed and built
in-house.

This allows optimum quality and  control
processes by QA’s unique point  cutting 
technology.

QA Technology has been serving the electronics 
testing industry for over thirty years, designing in-
dustry leading test probes for the testing of printed
circuit boards and for interfacing test fixtures to au-
tomatic test equipment (ATE). 

To further guarantee the highest levels of quality
and innovation, we design and manufacture our
own  production equipment. By tightly controlling
the  entire process, from initial design concept to
finished machining, QA Technology is able to pro-
duce world-class interconnect products.  Perhaps
that's why test and product engineers specify our
products and why we've attracted customers from
around the globe.

QA Technology Company, Inc.  110 Towle Farm Road, Hampton, NH 03842 USA
Tel: (603) 926-1193 • Fax: (603) 926-8701 • sales@qatech.com • www.qatech.com

About QA Technology Company

Probe Installation
Proper probe installation using our PT probe tools
will maintain the sharpness and integrity of the tip.  

100-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke
100-40 - .400 [10.16] Stroke
X75-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke
X75-40 - .400 [10.16] Stroke

075-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke 
075-40 - .400 [10.16] Stroke 
X50-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke 
X50-40 - .400 [10.16] Stroke 

050-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke 
050-40 - .400 [10.16] Stroke
X39-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke 
X39-40 - .400 [10.16] Stroke

039-40 - .400 [10.16] Stroke
039-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke
039-16 - .160 [4.06] Stroke
X31-25 - .250 [6.35] Stroke

Via Hole Size Ø .031 [.79] or less Ø .021 [.53] or less Ø .016 [.41] or less Ø .011 [.28] or less

6R-S

8R-S

9R-S

Availability

Available only in .250 stroke
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Available only in .250 stroke


